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News

Fire training centre home and dry with Condair
Q 005

Condair

Firefighters at the new training centre of
the Cheshire Fire and Rescue Services at
Winsford are benefiting from a Condair
dehumidifier to dry out their protective kit
at the end of each wet training exercise.
The equipment was specified by T Clarke,
one of the UK’s leading building service
companies, for the centre’s drying room as
part of the new build project.
Equipment ensuring the strict control of
moisture in a drying room is essential to
save firefighters’ gear from the effects of
water damage after a call-out or a training
exercise. It’s vital that they have access to a
drying facility to prevent extensive damage
and potentially significant replacement
costs for the fire service. Condair supplied
T Clarke with a Condair DC 50W wallmounted unit that had to be in place at the
centre within one day of arriving on site
prior to handover to fire chiefs. This
timescale proved no problem as the
dehumidifier was tailor-made for the job
and was easily installed by the contractor’s
engineers.
T Clarke’s Project Engineer, Doug Lumb,
explained: “A new build project like this is
really quite exciting with the scope to start
from scratch. The Condair DC 50W
dehumidifier was actually chosen by our
designers, as it fit the bill perfectly for the
environment. The unit size was based on
the quantities of kit hung in the room to dry
when the firefighters return to the centre at
the end of their training exercises. It’s a
4

reliable product and currently operating at
the station just as expected, plus installation
was really simple and didn’t take long at
all, so all very good. I would definitely
specify Condair dehumidifiers for future
projects.”
The Condair DC 50W is part of a range of
condensing dehumidifiers that offer
powerful drying performance. It is easy to
install and has an attractive galvanised
sheet metal cover with powder enamel
finish. The wall-mounted versions can be
supplied with steel feet for extra stability.
As well as the built-in digital user interface,
the dehumidifier has an optional remote
wall controller, which can be located up to
50m away. Remote mechanical hygrostats
are also available.
The unit installed by T Clarke has a
dehumidifying capacity of up to 49 litres
per day (@30°C/80% RH). Capacities in
Condair’s wider condensing dehumidifier
range from 49 to 930 litres per day with
airflows of up to 8,000m³/h. They can
provide dry air directly to a room or be
connected to a building’s ducted ventilation
system. Models are also available with an
external condenser that can expel the heat
generated during the drying process
remotely and therefore manage temperature
control as well as humidity.

firefighters and new recruits, serving a
large area of the North West Fire Services.
After training the firefighters return to their
allocated bases from where they operate a
shift system of nine firefighters and officers
crewing a fire engine, major rescue unit and
incident response unit 24/7. The training
centre operates Monday to Friday with high
numbers of staff and trainees, and
potentially a lot of clothing that needs
drying out on a daily basis, so reliability is
essential.
The Condair Group is the world’s leading
specialist in humidification,
dehumidification and evaporative cooling,
with technologies for commercial,
industrial and heritage applications. The
company offers system design,
manufacture, supply, installation,
commissioning, maintenance and spares.
You can find out more by visiting the
company’s website at www.condair.co.uk.

Winsford’s fire training centre offers the
most up-to-date technology to ensure the
best possible training for existing
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News
Covid-secure measures enable West End theatre re-opening - 19th May
Theatre Royal

Q 009

London’s Theatre Royal Haymarket has implemented a raft of
Covid-secure measures that will enable the theatre to re-open on
19th May. The auditorium and access areas are now fogged with
Nemesis eH2O, an anti-viral disinfectant, before every
performance, and visitors are temperature checked on arrival. A
video has been created to demonstrate the fogging process, and
theatre manager Mark Stradling says: “We have made every effort
to minimise the possibility of viral transmission and the video was
created to provide reassurance to our customers.
“The response has been enormously positive and our latest
production, ‘Love Letters’ starring Martin Shaw and Jenny
Seagrove, has seen capacity
audiences, albeit in a
strategically designed,
socially distanced
auditorium.”
‘Love Letters’ will recommence on 19th May and
run until 13th June. Tickets
are now available via the
TRH website www.trh.co.uk
and the theatre has confirmed
that if any cancellations are
necessary as a result of
Covid, customers will be
offered an alternative
performance or a full refund.
Commenting on behalf of
the Nemesis eH2O manufacturer, Adrian Gee-Turner says: “Our
disinfectant was chosen for two main reasons. Firstly it is tested
and approved to be highly effective against a broad range of microorganisms, including Coronavirus. Secondly, it contains no
substances that are hazardous to human health, so there are no
safety issues for the person conducting the fogging, and fogged

areas can be re-entered immediately, which is great news for
theatre-goers.
“The Theatre Royal Haymarket has approached Covid security in
a highly responsible and professional manner and it is wonderful to
see this national treasure returning to something approaching
normality.”

Grounds Care Group aquires garden maintenance business, Green & Tidy Landscapes Ltd
Grounds Care Group

Q 012

Surrey based Grounds Care Group has
completed the acquisition of Green & Tidy
Landscapes Ltd. The deal reinforces the
firm’s position as a market leading provider
of grounds care and landscaping services,
strengthening its offering in the Thames
Valley region.
As well as Green & Tidy’s client base,
Grounds Care Group will also take on all
staff members, equipment and facilities,
including the Green & Tidy depot in
Moulsford, Oxfordshire. The additional
infrastructure will enable Grounds Care
Group to expand its geographical reach and
expertise in a range of grounds care solutions
and services, including gritting, grounds
maintenance, invasive weed removal, tree
works and soft landscaping.
Green & Tidy will continue to trade under
its own name across Oxford, Milton Keynes
and the wider Thames Valley region, under
their well-established brand, which has built
up a reputation for providing quality grounds
and tree care since 1987. It will move under
the Grounds Care Group brand from
November 2021.
The acquisition is part of a growth strategy
by Grounds Care Group, which has bold
ambitions to further grow its services across
the South of England, as Grounds Care
Group CEO Adam Brindle explains: “The
acquisition of Green & Tidy is a fantastic
opportunity and a significant milestone in our
strategy to create a Group offering clients the
very best landscape maintenance, invasive
weed removal and winter gritting services.

“Both companies and our employees share
similar values and a devotion to providing
high quality grounds maintenance services
and a commitment to customer satisfaction,
striving for a long-term relationship with our
customers. We pride ourselves on our talented
workforce, so we are delighted to welcome
the new Green & Tidy team to our Group. As
a family business we are proud of the growth
and success we have achieved and look
forward to continuing our journey of
expansion with plans for both organic and
acquisition-based growth.”
Green & Tidy Landscapes Ltd MD, Paul
Gittus, said: “I am delighted that Green &
Tidy has joined the Grounds Care Group
family. Their professionalism and innovative
approach to landscape maintenance, gives

them the leading edge with their advanced
communication systems, which I believe will
bring great benefits to our customers.”
With headquarters in Cobham, Surrey,
Grounds Care Group now services over 1,000
sites across the South of England. It’s
impressive and rapidly growing client base
includes some of the UK’s leading facilities
management, construction, rail, retail and
property companies, as well as a broad range
of public sector organisations.
Grounds Care Group would like to take this
opportunity to thank CMC Business Advisors
in assisting with this acquisition.
For further information on Grounds Care
Group, please visit www.gcgrp.co.uk

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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News
Prysm Systems and DV Signage gear up for Hybrid Collaborative Space
Market Growth in the UK
Prysm Systems

Q 021

The workspace innovator DV Signage has
formally tied up with Prysm Systems as the
two companies prepare to launch a joint
Collaboration-as-a-Service offering into the
UK market.
DV Signage, a long term Prysm Systems
partner across Asia, has been building highend immersive collaborative spaces using
Prysm Systems’ 6K LPD Prysm 135, 190 and
225 inch displays and content management
solutions for world leading management
consultancies and IT firms including EY, Deloitte, IBM and
Accenture for more than five years.
Prysm Systems and DV Signage are now planning the launch of a
joint UK purpose-driven, Collaboration-as-a-Service proposition as
a direct response to the Work From Home (WFH) revolution. Postpandemic business leaders face new challenges and opportunities
in devising effective strategies for the burgeoning demand for
hybrid (home and office/workplace) working, as the Blended
Workplace concept takes shape.
Richard Cobbold, founder of DV Signage, explains the value of
working more closely with Prysm Systems to ensure his firm meets
changing workplace requirements as businesses consider how to
respond to working practices after lockdown:
“The WFH revolution has all but eliminated the office
requirement for designated workspace. By the same token staff no
longer should be required to come to the office to do their work.
Instead, we see firms re-imagining their offices as branded venues
that stimulate, inspire and enhance group collaboration when
employees do to come together.
“We are going to be building and operating state-of-the-art
collaborative spaces – either for renovated and right-sized
headquarters or new satellite locations closer to where clusters of
their employees live.
“We ensure these spaces are highly accessible, we surround them
with technical support and specialist training capability – and
ensure that each and every time their teams get together, the
purpose of that meeting is achieved, creativity is unlocked, deals
get over the line, and those that cannot physically be there have the
same quality, immersive experience as those that are.”
Prysm Systems’ seamless LPD screen canvases and collaboration

software have proven to be extremely effective platform for
enterprises to deliver transformative digital productivity. Their
unique displays unfailingly impress prospects and customers; and
the integrated software unlocks memorable collaborative
experiences for employees and partner contractors alike. Its client
list reads like a who’s who of FTSE 100 and Fortune 500
businesses from Visa to Wipro, Michigan State University to global
aerospace and pharmaceutical giants.
Prysm Systems is able to incorporate data from multiple sources
– actively encouraging attendees to manipulate and interact directly
with the information on their massive digital touch screens. By
presenting audience members with the means to become personally
involved and having each person immersed in the story, Prysm
Systems enables organisations to take their meeting experience to a
whole new and altogether more impressive and highly visual
level.”
Tanvir Osama, VP EMEA at Prysm Systems added:
“It’s great to be deepening our partnership with DV Signage to
enable us both to respond rapidly to the need to reshape the
workplace in the UK and across Europe. Our joint proposition, to
be launched next month, responds directly to the need for
organisations to underpin their Hybrid Workspaces with enabling
technology to ensure highly memorable, high impact immersive
and effective team experiences.
“Whether you are looking to purchase or use our systems on
demand, this initiative unlocks access to this technology for
business of all sizes. We are now able to offer the benefits of these
highly versatile state of the art collaborative experiences beyond
the preserve of the Fortune 500.”

Tim Scott retires from Condair
Condair

Q 022

Tim Scott, Sales & Marketing Director at humidity control
specialist, Condair, is retiring after 32 years of service to the
company.
Having originally joined the company, known then as JS
Humidifiers, in 1988 in the sales department, Tim became Service
Director thirteen years later and then finally Sales & Marketing
Director in 2007.
During his time Tim has seen the company successfully expand
its operations to become the UK’s leading humidifier company and
also internationally, to distribute its products across the world from
South America to Asia, and becoming an integral part of the global
Condair Group in 2014.
Tim Scott, comments, “Looking back across the last three
decades working in the humidity control sector, I feel really
privileged to have worked with such amazing people, including my
direct colleagues and also the wider network of customers,
suppliers and distributors. The company has always had a strong
family feel, coming from its origins as an owner-operated
organisation. A company ethos of fairness and equity, alongside
taking pride in our performance and a definite focus on enjoyment
and social fun, has meant the last 32 years have been an absolute
pleasure.”
Tony Fleming, Head of Condair’s Northern Europe Sales
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operations, commented, “I
am proud to have worked
alongside Tim for many
years and look back on
those years with great
memories across both
business and social
enjoyment. Tim has led the
company in a fair-minded,
positive and calm way that
has made the business not
only a successful
organisation but a very nice
place to work. We wish him
every happiness and good
fortune in his future
endeavours and thank him for the dedicated contribution he has
made to Condair.”
The Condair Group is the world’s leading specialist in
humidification and evaporative cooling, with energy efficient,
hygienic and innovative technologies for commercial, industrial
and heritage applications. Condair is represented in the UK by
Condair plc, which offers system design, manufacture, supply,
installation, commissioning, maintenance and spares. You can find
out more by visiting the company’s website at www.condair.co.uk.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk

News
TCS&D 2021: A secure return for the UK’s only
dedicated event for the cold chain
TCS & D

Q 024

The Temperature Controlled
Storage & Distribution
(TCS&D) Exhibition,
Conference and Awards will
return to the East of England
Arena in Peterborough on the
7th & 8th September.
Unlike some events, TCS&D
2021 will be keeping it small
and keeping it safe for
exhibitors and visitors. Despite
the end of restricted attendance
numbers for indoor events
being scheduled for late June,
TCS&D 2021 will still be
capping visitor numbers at
1,000 in September.
The bi-annual TCS&D show
will incorporate the 'Cold Chain
Hub' conference – the
programme for which is being
devised by the Cold Chain
Federation – making the event a
fantastic opportunity to learn
about the latest technologies
and trends in the industry.
"After a challenging 12 months
for our sector and as we return
to a more normal life,"
explainedMartyn Cogan, Exhibition Director, "we want TCS&D to
deliver a host of tangible benefits to give our visitors a great couple
of days. TCS&D will provide an unrivalled opportunity for anyone
involved in the temperature controlled supply chain sector to learn
and network."
Peace of mind
Although TCS&D (@TCSDShow) will take place after Covid-19
restrictions are scheduled to be lifted, the event will incorporate a
number of measures to ensure a Covid-secure environment,
including thermal camera checks on arrival, numerous sanitiser
stations and wider aisles. "There is plenty of space to spread out at
the East of England Arena," said Martyn Cogan, "and we'll also be
locating more exhibits than ever in the new TCS&D Outdoor
Marketplace.”
TCS&D 2021 will provide unrivalled opportunities for
learning and networking
Ride & Drive returns
The Ride & Drive Experience track in the outside display area
will make a welcome return. “This proved hugely popular at the
last exhibition," commented Martyn Cogan, "as it gives visitors the
best possible opportunity to experience vehicle handling and
performance. We are anticipating a wide range of vehicles on
display in the outdoor area, including more electric vehicles than
ever before."
Electric vehicle exclusive
The latest exhibitor to sign up to the show, NRG Fleet Services,
will be exclusively showcasing the Electra 19t Refrigerated
Electric Vehicle at TCS&D 2021. "This is a real coup for the
show," commented Martyn Cogan, "and is certain to attract a great
deal of interest."
Diverse range of exhibits
The TCS&D show features products and services from right
across the cold chain.Exhibitors already signed up for TCS&D
2021 include refrigerated vehicle suppliers Gray & Adams, MAR
Cooling Solutions and ABC Trailers Solutions (available for all
Schmitz Cargobull requirements); transport refrigeration
manufacturers Carrier Transicold and Hubbard Products; cold chain
electric vehicle supplier NRG Fleet Services; transport refrigeration
service provider Longhurst Refrigeration; diesel-free transport
cooling & energy manufacturer Hultsteins; rental & contract hire

specialists Prohire and VMS Fleet Management; portable cold
storage supplier Seven Refrigeration; supplier of new and used
refrigerated vehicles Stockport Truck Centre; commercial vehicle
repairers YaxleyCoachworks; protective clothing supplier
Goldfreeze; insulated products supplier Polar Thermal Packaging;
refrigeration and cooling specialist Star Refrigeration; cold
storeconstruction specialist ISD Solutions; automated racking
solutions supplier SSI Schaefer;fire protection specialist Wagner
Group; software provider Procuro Euro; and logistics recruitment
agency Unity Resourcing Solutions.
Companies interested in exhibiting their solutions to a targeted
audience of up to 1,000 visitors should contact Martyn Cogan on
07545 378793.
Powerful marketing
With a number of media partners including its own magazines
Frozen & Chilled Foods and TCS&D, the TCS&D Show will have
a huge publicity push. TCS&D’s marketing is not just about the
two days at the exhibition but encompasses all the pre-show and
post-showopportunities to ensure high-quality visitors and a great
return on investment for exhibitors.
In addition to printed and online publicity, there will also be
promotion via LinkedIn, Twitter and Instagram. TCS&D is again
partnering with The Press Rooms news platform, which will be
actively distributing exhibitor news via its extensive social media
network, as well as once again providing exhibitors with their own
unique video to use on their social media channels.
The annual TCS&D Awards will take place on the first
evening of the show
The cold chain industry awards
The annual TCS&D Awards (@TCSDAwards) will take place at
the end of the first day of the exhibition on Tuesday 7th September.
The awards will once again recognise and reward excellence in the
cold chain in a variety of categories. "As the 2020 awards had to
become a virtual event," explained Martyn Cogan, "it will be
wonderful for professionals in the industry to celebrate and
network together again with their peers, albeit with extra safety
measures as necessary." The registration form for free entry in a
range of award categories will be available at www.tcsdawards.com
from 1st April.
For more details on the #TCSD21 Exhibition & Conference, visit
www.tcsdshow.com.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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News
South Cambridgeshire District Council Trialling Connected
Boiler Control Technology From Vericon Systems
Vericon Systems

Q 027

Council realising the operational and
financial benefits of connected technology
Intelligent remote monitoring and control
technology from Vericon Systems, a
leading provider of innovative building
management systems, is helping South
Cambridgeshire District Council to realise
the operational and financial benefits of
‘connected’ boiler control.
As part of a new trial agreement, the
Council has installed a small number of
Vericon’s BCM devices in its tenants
homes to enable the remote monitoring not
only of a boiler’s health and condition in
real time, but also predicts when the boiler
might fail in the future, potentially leaving
their customers without heating or hot
water.
The devices are monitored and managed
via Vericon’s online portal, with
performance data that can be recorded and
analysed to predict and identify common
failures such as low pressure, electrical or
mechanical parts failures and even frozen
condensate pipes.
Chris Brown, Senior Heating Surveyor at
South Cambridgeshire District Council,
says the Council is always striving to create
greater efficiencies: “Tenant engagement is
always high on our list of priorities. We’re
particularly interested in new, smart
technology and solutions that make

diagnosing and fixing boilers
more efficient for us and
effortless for our tenants.”
During the trial, through
ongoing support and service
from Vericon, Chris and his
team have been able to see
BCM in action first-hand and
how it can be utilised to
accurately identify faults: “With
one of our tenants boiler, we
were receiving numerous fault
alerts a day, but when our
maintenance company visited
the home, they were unable to
identify any faults or issues with
the boiler,” Chris continues.
“During a planned video
conference call with Vericon, I
decided to call the tenant to see
if they could help diagnose the issue. They
proceeded to explain the boiler had been
going off for several weeks and unbeknown
to her, each time she pushed a button to try
and resolve the problem, she was actually
pressing the reset button. On the call, using
the Vericon portal I was able to see the
boiler come back to life as she pushed the
button, proving the system was working
correctly. We were then able to arrange for
our team to visit the tenant and effect the
repair in under 10 minutes, and the boiler
has not failed since!”

Bernard Cook, Managing Director at
Vericon Systems, says BCM creates greater
efficiencies for homeowners, housing
providers, building managers and tenants
alike: “Interfacing directly with the boiler’s
control bus allows the device to perform a
range of actions not possible with a readonly Smart Thermostat. Preventative
maintenance programmes can be put in
place that not only save money in the long
term, but also ensure legal and regulatory
compliance is consistently maintained.”

BSI fast tracks indoor environmental quality standard
following pioneering work by EFT Consult
EFT Consult

Q 027

British Standards Institute (BSI) has
recognised the importance of the pioneering
work EFT Consult and its partners have
conducted over the past six years towards
the creation of PAS 3003, a new standard
designed to assess indoor environmental
quality.
BSI is now fast-tracking the incorporation
of PAS 3003 into a new British Standard,
BS 40101, Building Performance
Evaluation, which is due to be published
this year.
To advance this new British Standard,
BSI will continue to seek the guidance and
expertise of members of the PAS steering
group – primarily EFT Consult, DRS and
RDM, along with its other collaborators
and partners.
The new Standard, BS 40101, will
address the many issues involved in
improving indoor environmental quality –
and, therefore, the health and wellbeing of
the building’s occupants – in all buildings.
It will closely follow the work EFT Consult
and its partners have done in the
development of PAS 3003, incorporating
areas such as efficient and suitable lighting,
heating, ventilation, and minimising the
unwanted and harmful effects of air and
noise pollution.
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BS 40101 will create a set of standards
for healthier buildings, aimed at improving
the health and wellbeing of occupants.
It will direct how design, installation,
operation, maintenance, and ongoing
monitoring, measuring and reporting can
influence factors such as those outlined
previously, and it will determine
benchmarking parameters to develop a
Wellbeing Performance Rating that could
be applied to any building.
Chris Jenkins, director at EFT Consult,
said: “The advancement of the work we
have done on PAS 3003 into the new BS
40101 is not only great news for eft consult
and everyone who has been involved with
the PAS’s development to date – for it
vindicates and recognises our hard work –
but it’s also good news for anyone who
works in an office or regularly visits any
building – and that’s just about everyone.
“Rather than simply being a
recommended code of best-practice as is
the case with a PAS, this new British
Standard 40101 will mean that all of the
important recommendations our combined
work has highlighted will now be given the
full weight of a British Standard.”
Dave Kieft, CEO of Raven Delta Group,
which includes EFT Consult, DRS and

RDM, said: “The
news of the
introduction of this
new British
Standard is a
culmination of
works we have
been undertaking
for over six years,
following our identification of the issues
regarding the environments we both work
and live in, and what became the driver for
us to deliver change.
“Three years ago, it became our mission
to deliver that change and was the
beginnings of PAS 3003 now to be fully
incorporated into BS 40101.
“The identification of the importance of
what we were delivering by BSI, and the
wider recognition by the industries and
clients we represent, goes to verify the level
of competency and professionalism of both
the EFT team and the entire steering group,
and has led to the position we now find
ourselves in, which will now provide
deliverable, harmonised and clear standards
for our industries and clients to specify and
follow.”

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk

News
Pelham Waterside shortlisted for National housing award
CPMG

Q 030

New residential housing development
Pelham Waterside has been shortlisted for
‘Best Urban Development Outside London’
at the Inside Housing Development Awards
2021.
The 73-home scheme, which is located
near the banks of Nottingham’s River Trent
within the Waterside Regeneration Zone, has
been designed by CPMG Architects to
embrace sustainability, community and
nature, bringing new residents to the
riverside location.
Owned by Pelham Homes, the site is the
largest residential development for the home
builders in more than a decade and this
month has been shortlisted alongside some
of the UK’s top new-build schemes - with
more than 300 entrants.
Allan Fisher, director at Pelham Homes
said: “This is an incredible recognition for
the Pelham Waterside team on a national
stage. The interest in the development since its launch has been
fantastic and over 80% of the homes in phase one have already
been sold or reserved, with completion expected by summer 2021.
Phase two has planning agreed bringing a further 12 houses and 27
apartments, starting on site later this year.
“Our ethos at Pelham Homes is ‘building profit for purpose’ and
our developments are dedicated to generating profits through
building new homes, which are gift-aided back to Nottingham
Community Housing Association (NCHA) to help provide
affordable homes and additional social value to the wider
community. As the first scheme of this size in over 10 years, we are
proud of the team’s hard work in making it such an early success.”
The development has seen the regeneration of a brownfield site
and has sustainability integrated into the design, incorporating
thermally-efficient building fabric and the use of low-energy
fittings throughout. A combination of good quality brickwork and
timber cladding provide a natural feel to the buildings, which also
feature generously sized windows and Juliet balconies to allow

good levels of natural daylight and ventilation throughout.
Steve Milan, associate and lead for the scheme at CPMG, said:
“We’re delighted that Pelham Waterside has been shortlisted for a
national award. Working with Pelham Homes we have designed an
environment reflecting the importance of personal wellbeing, both
inside the homes and through interaction with outdoor spaces, so
it's fantastic to have been recognised for our hard work.”
Pelham Waterside is a contemporary development, which
provides an urban lifestyle close to the city centre, while offering
wellbeing benefits of waterside living for individuals, couples and
families. The project team for phase two of Pelham Waterside is
Couch Perry Wilkes, mechanical and electrical consultants and
Curtins, structural engineers.
Winners will be announced at a ceremony event on Thursday 4
November 2021 at London’s Intercontinental Hotel.
For more information about CPMG Architects, please visit:
www.cpmg-architects.com.

From construction site to production line
TFC

Q 031

Building prefabricated modules off-site
can speed up the construction process by as
much as 50 per cent and cut costs by up to
20 per cent, according to a 2019 report by
McKinsey & Company. So, is now the time
to embrace modular construction? Here
Mark Degnan, territory manager at TFC,
leading supplier of fasteners and supply
chain solutions, explores how we can bring
the efficiency of a production line to the
construction site.
The unpredictable nature of construction
means that automating a job site is
extremely challenging. Construction
companies are turning to a host of
technologies, such as drones, remotecontrolled excavators and connected site
software, to try and work smarter rather
than harder. But automation doesn’t have to
be done on the job site itself — another
solution is bringing the construction site
into the factory setting, producing modules
for housing, hospitals, office blocks and
other buildings offsite.
By producing buildings as modules on the
factory floor it can allow construction

managers to run projects as
highly efficient production
lines. Offsite construction
means you can maintain
quality standards, operate
within budget and hit
deadlines. Ultimately, it may
also address the UK’s housing
shortage, cope with the
construction skills gap and
meet sustainability goals.
Because of this, modular
construction is growing in
popularity across the UK. For
example, in 2019, care
provider Housing 21 worked
with a construction firm to
build modular homes at two
retirement living courts in Shrewsbury and
Brighouse. The project was delivered on
time and on-budget in just 26 weeks.
Though achieving production line
efficiency is possible with offsite
construction, it is by no means guaranteed.
When establishing a facility for offsite
construction, managers can implement

systems that help streamline the process
and prevent the possibility of delays. One
method we have seen success with is
vendor managed inventory (VMI). This is
where a partner company takes
responsibility for supplying the necessary
components and materials directly to the
point of use.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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News
Solar Gates UK Join Forces with SiteCircle To Enable
Worksites To Save Time, Money and Carbon
Solar Gates UK

Q 035

SOSEC and SITECIRCLE have brought
together two market leading technologies in
one compelling package, saving worksites
time, money and carbon. This new,
innovative and COVID secure workforce
management solution app combined with
an award winning barrier powered by green
energy.
The unique and innovative workforce
management solution app delivers
inductions and performs CSCS/CITB
checks for all contractors eliminating the
need to do this in an office environment, no
class rooms and no physical meetings and
no Covid-19. Saving time, money and
health.
Once a contractor is approved they are
linked to an award winning mobile barrier
powered by green energy to grant access at
a click of a button and removing another
covid touchpoint. Site Circles’ market
leading app gives you control of the
contractors allowed onto each site, tracks
their movements, time sheets and checks
their eligibility to work safely.
As a site entrance moves with the
development, so does the mobile barrier,
just pick it up and redeploy where ever its
needed.
The award winning SOSEC barrier is the
UK’s first solar barrier/gate system. It is a
revolutionary approach to securing your

worksite. Combining SOlar power and
SECurity in a simple, rugged, visible and
mobile platform. The SOSEC barrier gives
you:
• 3 Month ROI

• No mains power required
• 900 opens a day - all Winter
• Ideal for remote and changing locations
This powerful combination is available on
monthly hire and next day deployment.
This could be the time, cost and carbon
saving that you never thought was possible
for your site.

• Cut HSE fines
• GS6 over height kit to close road
• Instant deployment

EnOcean launches new kinetic switch
module for radio-based toggle switches
EnOcean

Q 037

The PTM 202 module is the latest addition
to EnOcean’s PTM product family and
enables intuitive and easy-to-use selfpowered toggle switches based on the
company’s patented energy harvesting
technology.

products that use the PTM 202 module can
be placed anywhere in the room which
makes them ideally suited for retrofitting
existing buildings, hermetically sealed
systems or locations that are generally
difficult to reach.

EnOcean has added a new switch module
to its product portfolio that is explicitly
designed to enable wireless toggle switch
devices. Like the PTM 21x family, the new
PTM 202 module works battery-free,
gaining its energy by the press of a button.
PTM 202 is also built in the established
original PTM form factor which makes it
compatible with a wide range of single
rocker switch designs. Common applications
for the PTM 202 modules are toggle
switches, central on/off switches as well as
switch/actor bundles for retrofitting existing
buildings.

Following on from the success of the PTM
family, EnOcean is using the proven original
PTM form factor – the international industry
standard for wireless radio-based switches –
for this new module. This allows PTM 202
to fit into all common single rocker switch
designs.

No batteries or wires needed
Like all PTM modules from EnOcean,
PTM 202 is powered by the electro-dynamic
generator ECO 200 that is actuated by
pushing one of the two sides of the top side
(O or I; see picture) to the end position of
the module. This means that the module
doesn’t need any batteries or wires to
function, and that it operates completely
maintenance-free. Moreover, wireless
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Focus on the core function of a switch
With the PTM 202 module the company
focuses predominantly on the simplicity and
convenience of operating a single rocker
switch and with that picking up a concept
that was first introduced 20 years ago: The
energy harvesting module provides the
handling of a classic switch, where the
rocker keeps the position, representing the
actual switch status. This means the module
will toggle and keep the last position it has
been pushed into (0 or I). This feature makes
it particularly convenient for end users.
Proven in practice
TRIO2SYS is one of the first partners who
has already tried and tested the new PTM

202 module: “We have been very curious to
get our hands on this new wireless switch
module from EnOcean, focusing on the core
function of a switch, and of course we have
not been disappointed. We appreciate the
unique handling of a battery-free bi-stable
toggle switch that is completely
maintenance-free for all sorts of projects in
smart buildings and that is optimized for
cost-sensitive applications.” says Yannick
Rouet, Sales Manager at TRIO2SYS.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk

News
Plans submitted for a 692-unit student living scheme
Q 038

Godwin Developments

Godwin Developments has submitted proposals for a 692-unit
purpose-built student accommodation (PBSA) scheme in
Nottingham city centre, on the site of the former Royal Mail
sorting office.
The plans, lodged with Nottingham City Council at the end of last
week, propose the demolition of the current disused and
significantly degraded building, which has been vacant for nearly
20 years, and the construction of a new contemporary scheme,
varying from 12 to 15 storeys in height.
Situated on the corner of Bath Street and Cowan Street, the
development – named the Bendigo Building – is adjacent to St.
Mary’s Rest Gardens and will consist of a mix of modern studio
apartments, four, five and six-bedroom clusters and disabled studio
rooms. The scheme will also incorporate a range of indoor
amenities such as a spacious residents lounge and reception area,
gym, study and games rooms, as well as fully landscaped courtyard
garden with outdoor seating, recreational and outdoor exercise
equipment, basement parking for 55 vehicles and 312 cycle storage
spaces. Two commercial units, located on the ground floor have
also been proposed as an additional amenity for residents and the
neighbouring community.
The development is conveniently positioned within easy walking
distance of Nottingham city centre, Nottingham Trent University,
Sneinton Market and the main food and entertainment quarter, with
the University of Nottingham and Nottingham train station also
readily accessible via public transport.
Matt Chandler, development director at Godwin Developments,
said: “We are delighted to have reached this important milestone in
our proposals for the re-development of this significant site in
Nottingham. The city is a key UK hub for higher education, with
an ever-growing student population. As a business with a local
presence, we recognise the substantial contribution that young
people make to its potential. They bring energy and vibrancy to the
area, draw in private investment, boost local businesses through
discretional spend, support the day and night-time economy, and
add to the ongoing city-wide regeneration initiatives.
“With the number of full-time students expected to increase by
approximately 28% in the next few years, there is a clear
requirement for more dedicated student spaces where young people

can live, study, and play together. The Bendigo Building will cater
to these needs while also freeing up traditional housing stock,
allowing homes to return to their intended family use – responding
to the aspirations of many local residents.
“We would like to thank Nottingham City Council’s planning
team for their support and feedback with the scheme to date as well
as the local community for engaging with us constructively during
the public consultation stages. We’ve also worked closely with our
partners - architects RG&P, engineers HSP Consulting and
planning experts PD&G – who helped us to shape the proposals
submitted.”
The well-considered scheme also contains sustainability features,
such as air source heat pumps, photovoltaic (PV) roof panels and
electric vehicle charging points. It endorses green methods of travel
in and around the city by encouraging cycling, walking and use of
nearby public transport – all of which promote the health and wellbeing of students and cleaner air in central Nottingham.
Once underway the Bendigo Building will create around 300 jobs
during the construction phase – and 40 full-time positions when
fully operational.

£5.2m landmark decarbonisation housing project gets go-ahead
IRT Surveys

Q 040

IRT Surveys in conjunction with partners
SMS plc and Robertson Group, has secured
a £5.2m project with Aberdeen City
Council to deliver a major decarbonisation
retrofit scheme across 100 social housing
properties.
The landmark energy efficiency project,
which is backed by the Government’s
newly launched Social Housing
Decarbonisation Fund Demonstrator,
continues a long-term partnership between
IRT Surveys and Aberdeen Council that
spans 20 years.
In that time IRT Surveys has thermally
imaged the Council’s entire social housing
portfolio of 22,000 homes, helping to
diagnose building defects, energy
inefficiencies and demonstrate a viable
route to net-zero carbon emissions for
landlords, whilst also reducing fuel poverty
amongst residents.
Following a successful bid to the
Department of Business, Energy &
Industrial Strategy (BEIS), IRT Surveys
will now deliver a programme of fabric
upgrades and renewable energy

technologies across 100 homes as part of
the multi-million pound innovation project.

to achieving net-zero emissions through a
financed and scalable business model.

The decarbonisation scheme will see IRT
Surveys work with Aberdeen City Council
to deliver a programme of low-carbon
generation, and energy efficiency
innovations, that aim to demonstrate
decarbonisation potential for the Council’s
social housing stock, at the same time as
also improving comfort and lowering
energy costs for residents.

The installation phase of the scheme is
scheduled for completion in December
2021, after which the energy performance
of the 100 homes will be re-surveyed and
monitored for a period of six months to
demonstrate concept efficacy.

Leading edge technologies including solar
panels, batteries, and heat pumps to remove
the consumption of carbon intensive fuels
will be deployed, alongside a behind-themeter battery storage system to create a
decarbonised neighbourhood.
As part of the project’s ‘fabric-first,
whole-home’ approach, IRT Surveys’
thermal imaging technology identifies
where fabric improvements are required to
reduce space heating demand.
Implementing these fabric upgrades, in
tandem with the installation of renewable
energy assets, the project showcases a route

Stewart Little, CEO of IRT Surveys, said:
“We are delighted to have been appointed
for this landmark project with Aberdeen
City Council, a scheme which we are
pleased to say has received Government
support through the Social Housing
Decarbonisation Fund Demonstrator.
“The urgency of the climate crisis means
it is vital that we address all carbon impacts
from buildings including the UK’s social
housing stock. By working alongside
Aberdeen City Council, and our delivery
partners SMS and Robertson Group, we
will develop an intelligent, scalable model
that will help decarbonise the Council’s
extensive housing portfolio in ways that are
both commercially viable and affordable
for residents.”

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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Sculpture

Andrew Kay Sculpture launches stunning new
Iberian Bull design
Andrew Kay’s NEW ‘Iberian Bull’
is hand forged in Cumbria from
solid steel bar - £7,500 inc VAT
and free delivery to UK mainland

Cumbrian sculptor Andrew Kay has added a powerful new
design to his original wildlife sculptures – a 2.1 metre tall by
2.6 metre long Iberian Bull, hand forged from 3 inch x ½ inch
solid steel bar. The piece is a new addition to his commanding
and dramatic sculpture designs which are often used as sitespecific pieces by large estates and commercial organisations.
Previous clients include Daniel Thwaites PLC, Ballindalloch,
Yorkminster Cathedral the Chetzeron hotel in Switzerland and
the RSPB…among others.
About the new design, Andrew Kay said; “I have always been
fascinated with bulls, and slightly intimidated by the challenge
to try and capture their incredible presence and powerful
anatomy. My sculptures are a little abstract and minimalist. The
aim is to try and suggest the animal’s form using architectural
lines and curves. I try to capture a frozen flexed hock or a bent
neck straining to look at you. My sculptures have to
communicate, in a moment, the essence of the beast and if
they don’t do this, I have failed.”
Andrew Kay Sculpture was founded by sculptor Andrew Kay in
1993 to make original, handmade, stunningly beautiful wildlife
sculptures from solid mild steel – freezing them in a moment
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of time. Striking silhouettes on the landscape, Andrew Kay’s
sculptures masterfully capture the very essence of some of our
most beautiful and elegant animals, using clean and
deceptively simple lines of steel. The artistry of the sculptures
is in their ability to instantly communicate the character,
powerful anatomy and movements of our favourite wildlife
through carefully placed, architectural curves and lines. The
sculptures also transform and evolve over time, the grey
natural mild steel from which they are created, developing into
a rich ochre colour. Due to the thickness of the sculptures, they
will last on the landscape for many decades.
Andrew creates his sculptures alongside his wife Anneley and
Inky the Labrador in Beckside Studio, a converted barn set in
the wild hills of his native Cumbria. Each Andrew Kay Sculpture
is unique and original, handmade to order following
discussions with the client. Completely new and bespoke
commissions are also available. Delivery is available both
within the UK and abroad and is expertly organised direct to
the clients’ preferred site.
For more information, or to discuss a commission please
visit: https://www.andrewkaysculpture.co.uk/

Strand Technologies

Technology Strand leads to Company Launch
Three leading Midlands entrepreneurs have joined
together to launch a new venture – Strand Technologies –
producing technology-based solutions for safety, security
and control which can be used across a range of
industries.
Catherine Franks, Paul Ryan and Simon Bowden all run
and manage businesses within the door hardware and
automatic doors sector and have previously partnered on
other projects.
They have now launched Strand Technologies to
spearhead a range of products which can be used to
monitor and remotely control a variety of operating
systems including automated pedestrian entrances, access
control systems, industrial doors, gates and shutters as
well as road signage and refrigeration.
Catherine Franks is heading the company as Managing
Director, overseeing day-to-day operations and aligning
Strand Technologies entrance solutions market alongside
her existing business, Strand Hardware.
Simon Bowden, who previously worked for GEZE UK,
Record and GU Automatic Doors, has taken on the role of
Commercial Director, managing sales and new product
development, while RTR founder Paul Ryan, is Director for
strategic support for business development.
The business, based in Walsall - the home of Strand
Hardware, has iContact among its product range. This is a
device which can be applied to any electro-mechanical
operating system for remote monitoring, control and diagnostic
management.
By connecting the
‘black box’ to
automatic doors,
industrial gates,
shutters and barriers,
it uses ‘real time’
information to enable
remote or on-site
diagnostics and
operations via a
digital user platform.
iContact has a
variety of application
interfaces including
‘virtual engineer’, safety reporting and diagnostics, ‘Sentry’ for
safeguarding public buildings, and WebTAG for commercial and
domestic remote management of buildings.

these types of products and systems to make life easier for the
end user.”
Simon reinforces this view: “There is enormous potential
within a product range of this type. It offers a great deal of
versatility which means that it can be used across a wide
range of industries with very specific needs.”
Added Paul: “We are delighted to finally unveil our plans for
Strand Technologies. The demand for smart entrances is only
going to increase and by harnessing the power of technology,
we can extend our products to meet these needs.”
Over the years, the team have proven that they work well
together and that business can also be “fun”.
In the lead up to the launch, the directors trickled out a
social media ‘teaser’ campaign, ‘The Three Amigos’, which
features their younger selves overlaid with hand-drawn
illustrations of their personality types: angel, devil and joker.
“Although we are involved in a serious business, we are all of
the same mind that it’s important to bring something of
yourself to the table. We enjoy working within our industry and
Strand Technologies creates a bridge to sell our products
within a wider range of markets.
“Technology is the enabler – we are the problem-solvers,”
she concludes.

Strand Technologies also has the Virtual Usher – a range of
products to manage volume and footfall entering buildings
using a traffic light management process with a user platform
to control occupancy rates.
Said Catherine: “iContact was introduced to the market some
years ago and was probably ahead of its time but it’s
application has extended well beyond its envisaged initial use.
We are continuing to develop the system to ensure that it can
be fully integrated against technology standards across the
globe.
“The pandemic has taught us that there is a need for
technology-led solutions to be applied in real situations to
enable efficiencies and cost-effective problem-solving. Strand
Technologies gives us opportunities to fully focus and develop

Pic: The Three Amigos Campaign – Catherine, Simon and Paul
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Digital Transformation

The importance of continued digital
transformation in 2021

2020 brought unprecedented challenges to the facilities
management (FM) industry, forcing it to adapt to new
challenges presented by the pandemic. Whilst some were able
to overcome these issues, many FM businesses were left
exposed, highlighting the need for more efficient and reliable
ways of working. Fortunately, digital platforms are offering a
practical solution to these issues and adoption is gaining pace.
However, as we emerge from COVID, how do we maintain this
positive momentum? What lessons have been learned over the
last 12 months and why should digital transformation remain a
core priority?
To answer these questions, Ibrahim Imam, Co-Founder and
Co-CEO of PlanRadar, explains why the sector should continue
on its current trajectory and the importance on maintaining
focus.
There’s no doubt that 2020 and 2021 will go down as two of
the most challenging consecutive years in living memory. Like
many sectors, the FM industry has been deeply affected,
forcing it to re-evaluate and re-think current working practices.
Some major lessons were learnt the hard way. First, that a
reliance on traditional ways of working were no longer feasible.
Second, that digital adoption needed to play a much larger
role toward improving daily efficiency, productivity and safety
for staff and end user alike.

Cause and effect
There were some silver linings, as the pandemic directly
helped to identify procedural inefficiencies that were stalling
progress.
One specific area which has seen a marked improvement
through the implementation of digital solutions is how FMs
conduct working relationships with suppliers and contractors,
particularly in terms of exchanging important information.
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In the past, there was an over-reliance on telephone
conversations and email chains; channels that can easily lead
to information being lost or misplaced. What’s more, a habit of
printing out important documentation, delivering by hand to
on-site or to office-based staff and physically filing (with no
digital back-up) was endemic.
Whilst these time-honoured ways are great for building faceto-face relations, it presented obvious efficiency gaps. Couple
this with the introduction of strict lockdown measures and
reduced staff numbers on-site and suddenly these workflows
posed even greater challenges. Something had to change.

The importance of the Golden Thread
In addition to the challenges of COVID-19, we need to view
the situation against the wider construction industry landscape
and the ongoing conversations around tighter building
regulations.
Notably, sector-wide discussion has universally established
the importance of the Golden Thread of Information to the
safety, compliance and smooth running of the facilities
management businesses.
The ever-growing wave of BIM users has shown just how
effective this methodology is. It improves end user safety,
ensures projects are completed on time and, most importantly,
creates a digital blueprint that can be easily accessed.
Not only is this important from a design and build
perspective, this approach also ensures a proper handover of a
detailed digital blueprint to FMs, so they have a clear
understanding of the building they are responsible for. It’s
represents a crucial part of the construction journey, equipping
the FM with clear knowledge of a building’s composition and
what has been specified, so they can make the correct repair,
maintenance and replacement decisions.

Digital Transformation

Work still to be done
It’s a positive start, yet there still remains some considerable
disconnect, with information sharing not at the standard it
should be.
In cases where a building’s history can be retrieved, it’s not
necessarily always understood and, crucially, access is not
always straightforward. This creates safety and compliance
issues.
By joining the dots between specifiers, contractors and those
in charge of a building’s upkeep, FMs can feel confident they
have a thorough understanding of a building’s construction and
service history. In the eventuality of something going wrong,
this information could be critical.
Should another lockdown situation arise, facilities managers
will also want peace of mind that physical documents can no
longer be lost, or held by a single person. This can be
achieved through the use of tools such as BIM, maintained
digital twins and cloud-based record-keeping software. These
solutions allow access to this information when it is most
needed, from any secure device and in any location, realising
the principle of the Golden Thread.

Staying in the loop
Ensuring effective levels of communication proved challenging
in 2020. As an industry that relies heavily on face-to-face
interaction to nurture working relationships, the introduction of
strict lockdown measures caused severe disruption.
What became obvious is that communications channels
needed to be improved. Luckily, technology, particularly site
management software and apps, was able to fill the gap.
It gave facilities managers the ability to send photo and
video documentation within specific teams, as well as detailed
project updates, which could be shared and stored instantly.
This proved a huge bonus when overseeing multiple sites.
Instant messaging and in-app notes improved team
interaction as all communication happened within a single
platform. Meanwhile, document sharing software meant
workers could be kept up to date with the most recent files
and paperwork. Staff were also kept safe, as sites were able to
operate with only the minimum number of staff needed.

automatic digital record and can be used to automatically
generate reports needed by an owner or asset manager.

Keeping momentum
With digital technology presenting so many solutions to ageold problems, it’s no surprise that adoption has gained
considerable momentum since March 2020.
Whilst the initial rise in uptake may have been due to the
pressures of the pandemic, FM businesses are now waking up
to the power of digital and its benefits across all areas of its
operations.
These products have been designed in conjunction with
industry professionals who understand what they need to
achieve and how best to assist users in their day-to-day duties.
Further, many need very little ‘tech know-how’ to get up and
running and are accessible on existing smart devices such as
phones and tablets, removing the need for expensive
hardware.
With question marks over the inevitable return to work,
having the right digital infrastructure in place now could pay
dividends should any complications appear further down the
line. It can also support FMs in finding previously overlooked
opportunities to lower operating costs.

If you want to start a revolution
By building on the progress that digital has demonstrated in
the last twelve months, the industry should now look to take it
one step further. FM companies should be exploring what other
roles technology can have to improve working practices.
With access to historic data, businesses can identify trends
and patterns, which may give them more scope when it comes
to bottom-line issues such as budget allocation and staffing
numbers.
With the ‘lockdown roadmap’ now at the forefront of the
collective mind, digital adoption is also providing a way to
keep employees safe, businesses running efficiently and
improve standards across the board.
So, let’s not waste the hard-fought wins of 2020. We need to
continue the digital journey with greater vigour and gusto, to
achieve a more efficient facilities management sector
throughout the rest of 2021 and beyond.

What’s more, when ‘normal’ working life is restored, there will
be no need for duplicate paperwork, as digital tools keep an
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Managing the technological future of
the high street
By Thomas Fletcher, Projects Director at Sigma
As retailers once again open their doors to the public, there
has been much focus on what the future could hold in store
for the UK’s high street. Thomas Fletcher, Projects Director at
Sigma, explains why it is more important than ever for
facilities managers (FMs) to be plugged into the tech scene to
manage innovation-led projects.

that is advanced systems such as digital POS and displays,
contactless collection points, or even futuristic “contactless”
stores where shoppers will be able to pick up items and walk
out of the store without the need for a cashier, each can form
a crucial part of multi-floor experience-led retail store
concepts.

The digitisation of the retail industry is a hot topic these
days. The rapid speed of change in the markets, consumer
preferences and technology, mean brands are having to
deliver estate-wide technology transformation programmes to
keep pace with longer-term transitions in consumer behaviour
and capitalise on opportunities.

As facility management teams seek to create a vision for the
digital future, their primary goal has shifted towards
improving the performance of the buildings they manage, in
order to enhance the end user experience. It is crucial,
therefore, that transformational programmes while enabled by
technology, are ultimately driven by an understanding of the
people who occupy the commercial space and their needs. In
the case of retail, the customers.

Driven by social distancing, stay-at-home orders and digital
acceleration, whole consumer segments have been forced to
shop differently, and inevitably as physical stores have reopened it has brought a notable adjustment that has reshaped the very infrastructure of many UK high street outlets.
The emergence of so-called ‘retailtainment’ and immersive
retail experiences – with 52 per cent of consumers likely to
choose to tell their friends and peers about an enjoyable
brand experience rather than a purchase they’ve made –
means FMs have to give careful consideration of a building’s
fabric and, perhaps most crucially, the technologies they can
deploy to optimise commercial spaces for the prevailing
environment.
Technology has become the key enabler for brands seeking
to thrive in a much changed market, and attract customers
with a changing mindset to how they shop in-store. Whether

An insight into innovation
For FMs, the next logical step is balancing consumer safety
with an experience that not only replicates the normality
shoppers were accustomed to before lockdown, but surpasses
it by offering enriched consumer interaction and engagement
that goes beyond just purchasing a product.
The market is already seeing innovations that offer a
glimpse into what the future could hold in store for retail.
From the introduction of retrofit UV-C technology in retail
store fitting rooms – to increase consumer confidence, and
create greater efficiencies through automated disinfection
cycles – to improved filtration and HVAC systems to lessen
the spread of germs, plus much more.

Technology

Now retailers are going even further with the launch of
innovation-led concept stores that seamlessly bringing
together a range of technologies designed to make customers
and colleagues lives easier and to create an even better
shopping experience.
One such store, a leading supermarket chain, has tested
over 20 different technologies since phase one of the project
was launched in August 2019. Indeed, the brand became one
of the first retailers in the UK to introduce 3D holograms in
store, a technology used to project three-dimensional imagery
into the air to showcase products and provide customer
information.
Currently in place in the store’s bakery department, seasonal
aisles and on Scan & Go points, the 3D holograms offer an
eye catching means to display product information and offers
for customers.
In another area, the store is also connecting customers with
colleagues to answer questions about the availability of
products with the latest headset technology and the
installation of a dedicated device in the produce aisle.
Customers can have a two-way conversation with a colleague
at the push of a button. A colleague has a headset with a
built-in microphone so will be able to answer any questions
about products very quickly.
Such a progressive technology led approach extends beyond
the food aisles, with large-scale, digital screens installed in
the clothing department of the store. Screens of this nature
allow retail brands to welcome customers in a whole different
way, with hi-resolution imagery and tailored displays.
Products can be modelled by real people making it much
more striking for customers, while brands can be much more
reactive in what they display, based on factors such as a key
events, sales or even sudden changes in weather.
Electronic shelf labels are also becoming increasingly
common in store, taking the place of the traditional paperbased price labels customers normally see on the shelves. Elabels, which measure at about the size of a post-it note –
run on batteries which last up to five years.
Although in their initial launch stage, it is envisaged that in
the future electronic shelf labels will be fully integrated into
the retailer’s system so any price changes can be loaded up
immediately – significantly reducing the time required to
manually update pricing and creating greater efficiencies in
store.

A further innovation that customers will see at the store is
the Cleveron Flex Machine, which is an automated parcel
service for Click & Collect shoppers. Essentially acting as a
large-scale and highly-intelligent vending machine, customers
simply input their order number and the machine will find
their parcel and deliver it to the front of the store for pick-up.
What this new technology-centric approach means is, much
like the facilities they are charged with managing, the role of
the modern FM is becoming increasingly dynamic and
complex. No longer limited or compartmentalised to a solitary
type of commercial facility, facilities professionals are being
presented with boundless opportunities to reconceptualise
commercial footprints for the new world.

A partnership approach
As technology continues to re-shape commercial space,
particularly in retail, the careful consideration of a building’s
fabric has become even more imperative for the buildings of
tomorrow. FMs already tasked with managing critical systems
such as interior and exterior power, lighting to HVAC systems,
now have to navigate a wealth of innovations from digital
signage, advanced cashier solutions and the data and
communications infrastructures to support them.
As organisations recognise the growing need to realise the
wider scope and demands of technology transformational
projects, working closely with an experienced single provider
of end-to-end services – including a knowledgeable M&E
team – can provide FMs with added piece of mind.
Such a partner can efficiently manage transformational
programmes across entire estates while collaborating with
their own in-house project teams to facilitate and implement
new innovation-driven concepts within agreed timescales, predetermined budgets and with minimal disruption to facilities
and occupants.
What’s more, all this can be achieved to the highest
standards of Health and Safety, and quality assurance, with
all work NIC/EIC, ISO 18001, and Safe Contractor approved.
Working with a partner like Sigma, with over 20 years’
experience of transforming commercial spaces, FMs can
seamlessly and cost-effectively deploy complex technology
transformational programmes across estates and truly realise
the potential of their spaces.
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Can New-Build Homes Lead the
Renewable Energy Revolution?
By Ella Pumford,Content Manager at St. Modwen Homes

In December 2015, the UK accepted the terms of the Paris
Agreement. The accord recognised the growing threat of
climate change on the environment and our lives. The
objectives of the agreement focused on maintaining global
temperatures at only two degrees Celsius above their preindustrial levels.
This was a monumental treaty. The combined footprint of all
ratified countries contributes to 79 per cent of global
greenhouse gas emissions. However, now it is the
responsibility of individual states to motivate their own
sustainable efforts to achieve this target.
The two largest contributors to the UK’s greenhouse gas
emissions are the energy and transport sectors. They make up
21 per cent and 27 per cent of the total greenhouse gases in
the country. The Government has organised several policies to
combat these emissions in response. In 2019, the UK became
the first major country to legislate a net-zero target for carbon
emissions by 2050. By 2030 alone, the sale of new petrol cars
will be prohibited, and all homes are expected to be powered
by offshore wind farms.
However, could new-build homes be another solution to the
UK’s renewable ambitions? Here, we explore why the

construction of new homes is creating renewable energy
possibilities, and why we must utilise this opportunity.

Shortfalls and high hopes
Electricity and renewable sources of energy have become the
obvious options for the UK to meet its environmental goals.
However, achieving this is a matter of infrastructure. More
must be done to achieve the UK target of powering every
property with clean wind energy by 2030, and the investment
will be high. One wind turbine alone can cost up to £3
million. Some estimates point to an additional 7,000 wind
turbines across 140 new sites to reach this target. However,
any investment into creating suitable wind farms may be
hindered by gaps in the construction sector’s skill pool.
There’s a skills shortage in the UK construction sector. 35
per cent of workers are aged over 50 and only three per cent
aged between 18 and 24. Over time, the demand for new
workers will grow, while the need for new homes and the
construction of clean energy sites remain consistent.
Combining these efforts, by including clean energy in the
construction of new homes could be the answer to the UK’s
renewable ambitions.
In 2019 and before the pandemic, the UK was building
over 170,000 new homes per year. This new space could
help drive localised renewable energy. Homeowners
could utilise electricity created on their rooftops.
For example, a home with two residents will, on
average, need 12 solar panels on a 3kW system. This
would cover about 20m2 of your roof. For context, the
average roof size in the UK is about 65m2. Put simply,
most new build homes will have the potential to create
their own renewable energy and contribute to the grid.
With self-funding options available, solar panels are an
investment for individuals looking to save money and
the environment.

A new purpose for new homes
Unfortunately, not all homes are suitable for solar
panels. Due to the overcast nature of British weather,
only south-facing roofs are effective. Also, older homes
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Meanwhile, new-build homes can benefit from Waste
Water Heat Recovery and Air Source Heat Pumps. Air
Source Heat Pumps absorb heat from the outside air to
heat your home. This may not sound ideal in the British
climate, but they can extract heat in temperatures as
low as -15°C. Using this smart device, you could reduce
your home’s carbon footprint by 3.1 tonnes every year.
Waste Water Heat Recovery involves utilising heat from
the water you already use, such as bath and shower
water. You can recover 70 per cent of the heat energy
from shower water using this technique. Ultimately,
you’ll be reducing your carbon footprint and saving
money on your heating bills. There’s no maintenance, no
filters to change, and no need to turn it on and off. It
can’t get easier to have a green home.
Creating sustainable communities
may not have the structural support to carry the panels, as
older homes were not designed with this intention.
However, this provides a unique opportunity for new build
homes, which are designed with sustainable practices in mind.
All new-build homes have the structural support for solar
panels, meaning that you can have your own panels fitted
after or even before you move in.
Housebuilding companies can also offer sustainable options
to help with renewable energy creation and increase energy
efficiency. Directing properties for maximum sunlight
harvesting means that solar panels can be even more effective
when used.
The cost of solar panels can also be offset within 12 years.
This means that for individuals or families moving into a new
house, the upfront investment can be incredibly beneficial in
the long run.
New-build homes also benefit from energy-saving
installations. Most developments are created with double
glazing windows as standard. Quality home building
businesses will use water-restricting devices and create airtight
homes. These further save energy and avoids any waste. Good
insulation is essential in homes, and new builds offer the
public the chance to live in an energy-efficient home. This
saves carbon emissions regardless of whether the home is
fitted with solar panels or not.

A smarter home

Of course, renewable energies are not the only way
that new homes are helping to combat climate change. Many
development sites have a strong focus on environmental
recovery and the remediation of biodiversity.
Communities built with park regeneration programmes,
especially those on brownfield land, are significant
contributors to green recovery in the UK. A strong example of
this includes a range of new houses for sale in Branston,
Burton-on-Trent where the property development is part of a
wider regeneration. Here, the previous land has been
transformed into a neighbourhood, complete with new green
spaces for the community to enjoy. The addition of new trees
and green space means that carbon emissions in the
environment are offset.
The objective of the Government’s emission target is to
create cleaner air for the public to enjoy. And new housing
developments are helping to create environmental respect for
growing communities.
There is still more to be done to reach the Government’s
ambition of renewable energy powered homes by 2030, and
net-zero emissions by 2050. But by utilising the construction
of new-build homes that promote the benefits of energy
efficient properties and personal renewable energy sources, we
can help to improve our lives, the community, and the planet.
Ella Pumford is a Content Manager at St. Modwen Homes,
covering topics surrounding the new-homes property market.

Renewable electricity and other energy-efficient tools can
help further improve your environmental footprint. As
mentioned above, when the sale of new petrol cars is
prohibited, electric cars will drive a clean transport revolution.
Charging them from your house will be possible. New-build
homes can even come with Electric Vehicle Charging Points
installed and integrated as part of the home design before
you move in. It’s a future-proof investment.
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Cleanology goes electric in its latest
sustainability move

Following a deal signed with Nissan last autumn, pioneering
UK cleaning firm Cleanology has taken delivery of its brand
new all-electric London fleet.
“This move reduces emissions and lowers our carbon
footprint, significantly improving our environmental
sustainability credentials, and the
financial savings really add up,”
says Cleanology CEO and founder
Dominic Ponniah.
“We save over £3,000 a year per
vehicle on fuel, there’s no road tax
to pay, and there’s no London
congestion charge, which saves
close to another £5,500 a year per
vehicle. That’s a massive £8,500 a
year cost reduction per vehicle.
“There are so many advantages in
swapping over to a fully electric
fleet, from the environmental gains
to costs savings, but it’s also about
how our clients see us, and they
expect us to demonstrate best
practice in everything we do,” says
Dominic. “It’s about taking a
leadership position and setting a
good example.”
Cleanology has managed the
change to electric vehicles without
any real issues, and the staff report
that the vehicles are quieter and
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smoother to drive.
“Five years ago, these vehicles simply did not have the range
to make their use viable,” says Dominic. “But now that aspect
is considerably improved, and I would recommend any
business which operates vehicles across London 24/7 to look
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into changing over to electric.
“The range for cars has improved dramatically, but less so for
vans and there is a lot less choice when it comes to
commercial vehicles, which are still at an early stage of
development. That seems odd to me, as commercial vehicles
are on the road more than cars. Although I can see that range
and options are only going to get better.
“We recharge back at base, but also make use of street-side
charging points across the city. In Westminster and central
London there are plenty of charging points, but in the
outskirts, while the infrastructure is still developing, many
supermarkets provide a good service. One thing that makes it
unnecessarily complicated is that there are too many different
types of charger. When it comes to paying for parking, there
are only one or two different apps, but when it comes to
recharging there are around ten different companies providing
the service and we need accounts with all of them. If electric
vehicles are really going to become the future, this needs to
be simplified.

Delivering a sustainable future
This is just the latest move in Cleanology’s ongoing
environmental sustainability journey. Moving over to a fully
electric fleet for its London operations reduces emissions and
lowers the company’s carbon footprint. Over 5,000 litres of
diesel per vehicle each year is saved – equal to 13.5 tonnes of
CO2.

of cleaning solution and cut plastic bottle use from 21,600 to
600 every year.
“Cleanology has advocated chemical-free cleaning for over 10
years and is now almost chemical-free across its entire
portfolio,” says Dominic. “The impact of portion control is
hugely significant – imagine the global impact of a 99.4%
chemical usage reduction!”
In another UK-industry first, Cleanology cleaning operatives
now wear sustainable uniforms made from a total of 7,000
recycled plastic bottles and organic cotton. Combined with the
savings from using portion-controlled sachets, the company
saves 28,000 plastic bottles from landfill every year.
There has also been a focus on reducing paper use, resulting
in a dramatic fall of 33,000 sheets of paper each year, by
switching to e-invoices for clients, and e-payslips for staff.
“Cleanology aspires to be a truly sustainable business,
innovating and considering the whole lifecycle of every
product, material or fuel it uses, while ensuring that employees
follow its environmental practices and policies,” concludes
Dominic. “The move to electric vehicles is just one more piece
in our environmental sustainability puzzle.
“Seeking sustainable solutions, from recycled uniforms to
electric vehicles, produces immediate and visible gains which
not only benefit the planet but also sets a good example and
reassures our customers.”

Cleanology achieved a European-first with its portioncontrolled biological cleaning sachets which save 16,092 litres
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Lowering Covid risk with
smart ventilation
By Anu Katka, indoor environment expert, Vaisala
As countries emerge from the
pandemic, it will be interesting to see
what the ‘new normal’ looks like. Will
workers return to their offices full time?
Or will there be a new preference for
more flexible hours and for hybrid
working (home + office). Either way,
there will be a new, heightened
responsibility to account for
microbiological hazards such as Covid-19
in the provision of safe indoor
environments.
In the following article Anu Katka, an
indoor environment expert from Vaisala
(Finland), examines the role that
ventilation systems will play in
protecting people in offices and other
work spaces from future microbiological
threats. She also explains why the
reliable measurement of carbon dioxide
will be critically important because it is
the best measure of effective ventilation.
Lessons from COVID-19
COVID-19 is caused by the SARS-CoV-2
virus, which is transmitted in two ways
by infected people. Firstly, viruses can
survive on surfaces for up to several
weeks1, especially at cooler room
temperatures2. Consequently, fomite
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transmission is possible when people
touch infected surfaces and transfer the
virus to their mouth, nose or eyes.
Secondly, the virus can spread from an
infected person’s mouth or nose in small
liquid particles when they cough, sneeze,
speak or breathe. These liquid particles
vary from larger respiratory droplets to
smaller aerosols of less than 5μm
diameter.
According to the World Health
Organisation3 (WHO): Aerosol
transmission can occur in specific
settings, particularly in indoor, crowded
and inadequately ventilated spaces,
where infected person(s) spend long
periods of time with others, such as
restaurants, fitness classes, nightclubs,
offices and/or places of worship.
Supporting the hypothesis that SARSCoV-2 is transmitted primarily by the
airborne route, a recent paper in the
Lancet, provided: Ten scientific reasons
in support of airborne transmission of
SARS-CoV-2. 4
By understanding the modes of
transmission, governments have been
able to define appropriate strategies to
combat viral transmission with measures

such as facemasks, social distancing,
hand washing and surface disinfection.
Importantly, governments have also
recognised the increased threat from
indoor environments, with
recommendations for outdoor activity
and increased ventilation.
In November 2020, the UK Government
published a video5 highlighting the
importance of ventilation in reducing the
spread of Covid-19. Their report said:
“Research shows that being in a room
with fresh air can reduce the risk of
infection from particles by over 70%”
In January 2021 hundreds of Canadian
experts (physicians, scientists,
occupational health and safety experts,
engineers and nursing professionals)
wrote an open letter6 to their Prime
Minister urging him to: “to update
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provincial COVID-19 guidelines, workplace regulations and
public communication to reflect the science — COVID-19
spreads through inhaled aerosols.” One of the key
recommendations in the letter was to: “Recommend and
deploy carbon dioxide (CO2) monitors as a surrogate measure
in case of inadequate ventilation to reduce long-range
transmission risk in shared room air. During a TB outbreak,
CO2 concentrations above 1000 PPM significantly increased the
risk of becoming infected with TB. Improving the building
ventilation to a CO2 concentration of 600 PPM stopped the
outbreak in its tracks.”
The significance of particle size
The WHO says that infected people appear to be most
infectious just before they develop symptoms. In addition,
some infected people are asymptomatic, so it is logical to
assume that in an office environment, for example, the main
threat will NOT come from people with severe symptoms such
as coughing and sneezing, but from those who do not realise
that they have the disease. These people are more likely to
exhale viral aerosols of less than 5μm diameter – particles
which do not respect social distancing. These fine aerosols are
roughly equivalent in size to the particles in cigarette smoke,
which, as we know, do not settle readily and are able to
spread widely in poorly ventilated spaces.
A recent paper published in The Lancet7 described studies of
cough aerosols and exhaled breath from patients with various
respiratory infections which showed striking similarities in
aerosol size distributions, with a predominance of pathogens in
small particles (<5 m). These particles are immediately
respirable and can remain airborne indefinitely under most
indoor conditions - unless there is removal by air currents or
dilution ventilation.
Humidity also affects the spread of aerosols because low
levels of humidity cause aerosols to become lighter and
therefore better able to remain airborne. Humidity has also
been shown to affect vulnerability to viral infection because
exposure to dry air impairs host defense against influenza
infection, reduces tissue repair, and inflicts cell breakdown.8
Risk reduction measures
Traditional health and safety risk assessments address
hazards such as slips and trips, heavy objects, repetitive injury,
falling, stress, electric shock, fire and lone working, but to
create Covid-secure environments, organisations will need to
also include an assessment of microbiological risk. It will
therefore be necessary to identify potential sources of
pathogenic microorganisms as well as their modes and paths
of transmission.
Hand sanitizer can be made available and surfaces can be
frequently disinfected. Procedures can be established to reduce
the chance of disease transmission, with measures such as
screens, social distancing and even disinfectant fogging.
However, even with all of these measures in place, one
infected person can quickly contaminate large areas. Effective
ventilation will therefore be essential, and the control system
will need to undertake accurate and timely measurements from
each room or space so that it can respond promptly. Some
systems may simply monitor CO2 in the exhaust gas, but this
does not provide the ability to detect poor ventilation issues in
specific spaces.
Choosing the best measurement parameter
One of the main functions of a building automation /
management system (BMS) is to control thermal comfort and
optimize energy usage, so temperature is undeniably the most
important control parameter in occupied spaces. Some systems
also measure and control humidity to maintain a level of 4060% RH. This is for health and comfort reasons as well as the
protection of computer systems and the avoidance of structural
or mould-related issues in the building.

Temperature measurements do not generally suffer from drift,
but traditional humidity sensors do, so Vaisala’s HUMICAP ®
sensors are preferable because of their long-term stability and
insensitivity to interferences such as dust and condensation.
These thin-film capacitive humidity sensors have become the
industry standard in a wide variety of applications where longterm accurate, reliable, maintenance-free humidity
measurements are required.
Increased humidity levels can be an indication of human
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activity and poor ventilation. However,
humidity varies considerably as a result
of external factors (e.g. freezing dry
conditions or rainy humid conditions)
rather than as a result of human
exhalation.
To summarize, temperature and
humidity monitoring play an important
role in the optimization of a BMS, but
where facility managers need to take
into account the occupancy of people
and reduce human-generated pollution in
spaces, CO2 is the ideal additional
parameter for automatic ventilation
control.
Using Carbon Dioxide
measurement as a proxy for
effective ventilation
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) is exhaled by
people as they breathe, so an
accumulation of CO2 indicates that (a)
people are in the room and (b) the
ventilation is insufficient, so a good
ventilation system should be able to
detect this and automatically apply the
correct amount of ventilation. The system
must be automatic, and it must be able
to ventilate individual spaces, so that
each space is ventilated optimally and
energy is not wasted over-ventilating or
ventilating spaces that do not need it.
Non-Covid advantages of CO2
and humidity monitoring
The ASHRAE Green Standard 189.1(USA)
and the European standard FprEN 167983 recommend using demand controlled
ventilation (DCV) to reduce energy usage
while promoting healthy indoor air.
From an HVAC design perspective, CO2
is an ideal proxy for indoor air quality
where the building is predominantly
occupied by people. Humidity would be
either better or at least a useful
additional parameter, especially in
buildings that are used to store artwork,
books, wine, historic artefacts etc., or in
buildings that are themselves in need of
conservation.
Typically, outdoor air contains 250 to
400 ppm CO2. In contrast, exhaled
breath contains around 50,000ppm CO2
which represents a 100 fold increase over
inhaled gas, so without adequate
ventilation, when people are indoors,
CO2 levels will gradually rise.
Both the comfort and performance of
people inside buildings can be affected
by CO2 levels. Occupied spaces with
good air exchange may contain 3501,000 ppm, but anything above this can
induce drowsiness, with levels above
2,000 ppm causing headaches,
sleepiness, poor concentration, loss of
attention, increased heart rate and slight
nausea. Exposure to very high levels
(from oil/gas burners or gas leaks) can
even result in fatalities from
asphyxiation.
Recommended minimum ventilation
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rates are provided for a wide variety of
indoor spaces in ANSI/ASHRAE Standard
62.1-2019 Ventilation for Acceptable
Indoor Air Quality.
Several studies have evaluated the
effects of CO2 concentration on cognitive
function. For example, Allen et al (2016)9
found that cognitive function scores were
15% lower for the moderate CO2 day
(~945 ppm) and 50% lower on a day
with CO2 concentrations of ~1,400 ppm
in comparison with two ‘Green+’ days (~
540 ppm). On average, a 400-ppm
increase in CO2 was associated with a
21% decrease in a typical participant’s
cognitive scores. DCV based on CO2
measurements can therefore deliver
improvements in well-being and
productivity that far outweigh the costs
of the DCV system itself.
Choosing the right CO2
transmitter
It is important to resist the temptation
to purchase the cheapest sensors that
meet the required specification. This is
because, whilst accuracy and range are
important; the ongoing performance of
the BMS will rely on the stability of the
sensors.
Suppliers of HVAC systems will naturally
prefer sensors that you can ‘fit and
forget’. Consequently, it is necessary to
select sensors that do not require
frequent recalibration to prevent drift.
However, the selection process is further
complicated by sensors that claim to
compensate for drift by implementing a
software solution which assumes that
the lowest measured readings are the
same as the average outdoor
concentration of CO2. The danger with
this type of algorithm is that small errors
are compounded as time passes; leading
to very significant errors in the longer
term. As an attempt to avoid true
calibration, these software algorithm
sensors are not applicable in spaces that
are continuously occupied, and can also
be fooled by building automation
systems that aggressively ramp down

fresh-air intake during off-peak hours. In
some cases even the concrete in the
walls may absorb CO2 and thereby ‘trick’
the algorithm and create further
inaccuracy.
There is potential for a slight conflict of
interest between a BMS supplier/installer
and a building owner/facility manager.
For the former, the system must work
perfectly immediately, and for at least
the period of the warranty, but for the
latter the requirement is more long-term.
The cost of a good sensor fades into
insignificance in comparison with the
benefits that it provides. Energy savings
from accurate, need-based controls can
be considerable, but even more
importantly, the health and well-being of
people inside of the building are
protected and indoor conditions improve
workplace performance.
The ideal solution is therefore to opt
for Vaisala CARBOCAP® CO2 sensors.
This is because they employ dualwavelength NDIR technology capable of
thriving in a variety of environments and
able to conduct true self-calibration with
an internal reference. The cost of this
technology is insignificant in comparison
with the energy costs of a BMS that is
not efficient or with the cost of
maintenance when low-cost sensors drift
or fail.
It is not uncommon for Vaisala’s
sensors to operate trouble-free for up to
15 years. This stability and reliability has
been recognised around the world… and
beyond. Vaisala sensors continue to
operate on NASA’s Curiosity Rover, which
was launched in 2011, and on-board the
Perseverance Rover which landed on
Mars in February 2021.
In summary, here on Earth, disease
prevention measures can be re-enforced
by smart ventilation with reliable CO2
measurements. Furthermore, good indoor
air quality can have a significant positive
impact on the health and well-being of
people inside buildings.
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